Open for Business
The Symphony Software Foundation is an independent, non-profit organization of global financial services
and fintech leaders. We promote an open source ecosystem around the Symphony platform to foster
disruptive innovation, collaboration and workflow productivity.

Open is tearing down the walls of
dysfunctional collaboration
Galvanizing the open source movement
Increased pressure to innovate at a faster pace, and the emerging competition from fintech firms, are
causing financial services firms to realize the benefits of contributing to the open source movement and
collaborating with industry peers.
The Foundation hosts open source development of the Symphony platform, bots, apps and integrations on
the Symphony platform, and open source technologies common to the financial services industry.

Community-driven innovation

Security through transparency

Superior integration capabilities

Reduced development costs

We believe in providing the best experience for the developer by offering API access and developer tools.
By automating enforcement of the highest standards of security, quality and IP cleanliness, we ensure that
enterprise-grade code is produced by our community.

Platinum Members

Gold Members

Fueling revolution. Driving innovation.
The successes of the open source development model have shown how open collaboration helps
companies to focus on delivering actual competitive differentiators, while commoditizing competitors
businesses and maximizing interoperability of their development, through contribution to a common
open source platform.
The Foundation enables true collaboration between firms, and between firms and their customers,
providing a safe environment for open source contributions and a governance model that allows
meritocratic representation of all participants.

Open source

Open developer platform (New!)

Members and contributors can access Symphony APIs,
developer tools and documentation, and an enterprise-grade
software lifecycle that ensures high quality, security and IP
cleanliness of its project releases.

Featured projects

Hosts an ecosystem of open source projects on Github around
the Symphony messaging and collaboration platform.
Projects are community driven and are licensed under the
enterprise-friendly Apache v2 license.

ChatOps
Symphony Hubot Integration
github.com/symphonyoss/hubot-symphony
API Client
Symphony Java Client
github.com/symphonyoss/symphony-java-client
Bot
Symphony Helpdesk Bot
github.com/symphonyoss/helpdesk-bot

Open innovation

Fosters open innovation and open standards development between member organizations through
transparent working groups.

Open governance

Implements an open, inclusive and meritocratic governance model for each of its governing entities,
which include a board of directors, engineering steering committee, working group and a project team.

Join our community and be part of the Open revolution.

Symphony Software Foundation
1117 So. California Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304 USA
info@symphony.foundation
+1 (650) 665-9773
@symphonyoss

symphony.foundation

Learn more

Contribute your project today
symphonyoss.atlassian.net/wiki/display/FM/Code+Contribution+Process
Join our developer list
groups.google.com/a/symphony.foundation/forum/?hl=en#!forum/dev
Sign up and contribute to our Wiki
symphonyoss.atlassian.net/admin/users/sign-up
Join us for a meetup (#SSFMeetup) or event
symphonyoss.eventbrite.com
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